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SiC RECESSION DUE TO SiO2 SCALE VOLATILITY

UNDER

COMBUSTOR CONDITIONS

Abstract

by

RAYMOND C. ROBINSON

One of today's most important and challenging technological

problems is the development of advanced materials and processes required

to design and build a fleet of supersonic High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT)

airliners, a follow-up to the Concorde SST. The innovative combustor

designs required for HSCT engines will need high-temperature materials with

long-term environmental stability. Higher combustor liner temperatures than

today's engines and the need for lightweight materials will require the use

of advanced ceramic-matrix composites (CMC's) in hot-section components.

The HSCT is just one example being used to demonstrate the need for such

materials. This thesis evaluates silicon carbide (SIC) as a potential base

material for HSCT and other similar applications.

Key issues are the environmental durability for the materials of interest.

One of the leading combustor design schemes leads to an environment

which will contain both oxidizing and reducing gas mixtures. The concern



is that these environments may affect the stability of the silica (SiO 2) scale

on which SiC depends for environmental protection. A unique High Pressure

Burner Rig (HPBR) was developed to simulate the combustor conditions of

future gas turbine engines, and a series of tests were conducted on

commercially available SiC material. These tests are intended as a feasibility

study for the use of these materials in applications such as the HSCT.

Linear weight loss and surface recession of the SiC is observed as a

result of SiO 2 volatility for both fuel-lean and fuel-rich gas mixtures. These

observations are compared and agree well with thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA) experiments. A strong Arrhenius-type temperature dependence exists.

In addition, the secondary dependencies of pressure and gas velocity are

defined. As a result, a model is developed to enable extrapolation to points

outside the experimental space of the burner rig, and in particular, to

potential gas turbine engine conditions.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) is a next generation

commercial supersonic aircraft that would travel at speeds more than twice

the speed of sound. It would be capable of carrying 300 passengers from

Los Angeles to Tokyo in under 4.5 hours, compared to the current subsonic

commercial flight time of 10.5 hours. Intended to be an improvement over

its predecessor, the Concorde, this initiative is of international importance

and has received much media coverage throughout the business and

aerospace community [1,2]. Studies have shown that there is a large

potential market for this Mach 2.4 HSCT aircraft with a 5000-6000 nautical

mile range. However the aircraft must first overcome major technology

barriers to become a reality. Probably the biggest concern is environmental,

which is derived primarily from nitrous oxide (NOx) emission considerations

[3,4].

For the HSCT to become a reality, radical changes must be

incorporated into combustor design to reduce NOx emissions. The material

requirements for reduced NOx combustors will be radically different from

that of current combustors. In general, burning at lower temperatures away

from stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratios limits NOx formation. One innovative

combustor design will make use of a primary fuel-rich combustion zone to

initiate lower flame temperatures. However, this prohibits the use of film

cooling from bypass air and allows only backside cooling. Conventional fuel-
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lean combustion zones must also be considered. Thus, the combustor liner

will operate in both oxidizing and oxygen-deficient environments and at very

high temperatures. Exact material temperatures are not known, but the open

literature [5] has quoted maximum use temperatures as high as 1650°C. In

addition, the projected lifetime of the HSCT combustor is approximately

18,000 hrs, making long-term high temperature environmental durability a

critical factor in its development. Finally, candidate materials must offer low

density, thus advanced ceramics have emerged as leading candidate

materials.

How candidate materials endure in complex environments, such as

the HSCT combustor, is of fundamental importance to the materials

development. Previous work at the NASA Lewis Research Center focussed

on the environmental durability of some potential materials. The base

ceramic materials initially under consideration included both nonoxides (SIC,

Si3N4, MoSi 2, AIN) and oxides (AI203, 3(AI203)'2(SIO2), TiO2"AI203,

Y203.2(ZrO2)). Theoretical studies by Jacobson [6] identified potential

degradation routes and maximum use temperatures for many of the initial

candidate materials. Of these, SiC is most promising due in part to its high

thermal conductivity, and has been chosen for further evaluation.

One potential problem identified is SiO 2 scale volatility and

corresponding recession of SiC under rich-burn combustor operation at the

temperatures of interest to future engines. Theories have been proposed and
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addressed both analytically and experimentally with furnace testing, but

they have not been tested under actual combustor conditions. The focus of

this work is two-fold: 1 ) to develop experimental capabilities which closely

simulate the chemical and thermal environments of future combustor

designs and 2) address the concerns regarding SiO 2 volatility and SiC

recession for both fuel-rich and fuel-lean gas mixtures. Rich-burn and lean-

burn test matrices were completed in a High Pressure Burner Rig (HPBR)

with monolithic SiC materials to define the rate of material loss. The effect

of temperature, pressure, gas velocity, and sample orientation are all

discussed. The goal is that accomplishment of these tasks will determine

the usefulness of SiC in high temperature materials applications such as the

HSCT combustor and contribute to future materials development.



2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 Global Environmental Issues

A large fleet of HSCTs flying at high altitudes will emit significant

amounts of combustion products, especially nitrous oxides (NOx), because

of the high combustion temperatures required for the engine cycles. NOx

emissions produced by gas turbine engines can have a severe impact on

atmospheric conditions. At the high cruise altitudes (above 60,000 ft.) of

the HSCT, NOx does indeed act as a catalyst for ozone destruction. While

today's combustors produce approximately 30-45 grams of NOx per

kilogram of fuel burned, the goal for the HSCT is less than 5 grams of NOx

for the same fuel burned [3,4,5]. The challenge at hand is to reduce NOx

emissions to as little as 10% of the volume emitted by conventional

airliners.

At this point, it is helpful to briefly discuss both the formation of NOx

and methods to control it. To begin, NOx is a product of nitrogen and

oxygen combined at elevated temperature. Its formation is strongly

dependent on equivalence ratio (_), flame temperature, and time spent at

elevated temperature [3,7]. Equivalence ratio is a normalized fuel-to-air ratio.

The variation of NOx with equivalence ratio is shown in Figure 2.1. By

avoiding the stoichiometric regions (_= 1) and targeting those shaded in

Figure 2.1, NOx formation will be minimized. This is because the formation

of NOx is greatest at the highest flame temperatures, which also coincide

4
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NOx

0 .5 1.0 1.5

Equivalence ratio, ¢

Figure 2.1 Dependency of nitrous oxides (NOx) on equivalence ratio (_),

where lean-burn _< 1 and rich-burn _> 1.
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_b=1. In addition, NOx emissions can also be theoretically minimized by

limiting the combustion process to short residence time at elevated

temperature. Residence time is generally determined by the overall length

of the combustor.

2.2 Combustor Envirenments

Given the environmental challenge, the key issue in developing an

environmentally acceptable HSCT is to produce a combustor that

substantially reduces NOx emissions by a factor of 8-10. To accomplish

this, the RQL 1 combustor is one concept currently under consideration.

2.2.1 Advanced Combustor Concepts

The discussion will now focus on the RQL design and the combustor

environments which make this concept unique. The RQL concept [5,6]

addresses NOx formation by arranging a primary fuel-rich zone (_b> 1) in

series with a secondary fuel-lean zone (9 < 1 ). The two combustion regions

are separated by a "quick-quench" section. The arrangement and size

comparison of these three regions are illustrated in Figure 2.2 [6].

Combustion is initiated in the fuel-rich zone with equivalence ratios between

1.2 and 1.8. Here, low flame temperatures and inadequate oxygen inhibit

the formation of NOx. Admission of liner cooling into the fuel-rich zone is

prohibited to avoid local hot spots and the formation of NOx. However,

1The Rich-burn Quick-quench Lean-burn combustor concept proposed

by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
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Air

Quench

Rich Lean

Figure 2.2 The Rich-burn Quick-quench Lean-burn (RQL) combustor
concept [6].
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large quantities of CO, soot, and smoke are formed. The quick-quench zone

represents a step change in gas composition and temperature. Here, excess

air is added very rapidly over a short distance to avoid extended residence

time at high temperatures as the mixture passes through stoichiometric

conditions. Combustion is completed in the lean-burn zone (¢-0.6), where

the unwanted constituents are consumed.

2.2.2 Gas Chemistry and Thermal Environment

The combustion gas composition and adiabatic flame temperature for

jet fuel at thermodynamic equilibrium is shown as a function of equivalence

ratio in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, respectively [6]. The flame temperature is

highest under stoichiometric conditions (¢ = 1). Note, the adiabatic flame

temperature is a maximum temperature, and actual gas temperatures will be

lower due to heat losses in the real system. Both RQL combustion regions

consist of large amounts of N2and the combustion products CO2and H20.

The amounts of 02, CO, and H2vary substantially as a function of (9). Fuel-

lean mixtures contain a large amount of 02 and small amounts of CO and H2

as compared to fuel-rich mixtures, where the opposite occurs.

2.3 Materials Issues

SiC materials have always been at the forefront in the development

of the advanced ceramics that will be needed to meet the HSCT

requirements. Selecting a material is usually based on the best combination

of environmental durability, mechanical properties, and physical properties.
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The silicon-based materials typically seem to offer more desirable thermal

conductivities and mechanical properties than the other ceramic systems.

However, they generally do not have the best environmental durability when

compared to other ceramics such as oxides [8].

2.3.1 SiC Degradation Mechanisms

Jacobson [6] concluded that the two major degradation routes for SiC

materials are oxidation and vaporization. SiC can form SiO 2 scales in both

the fuel-lean and fuel-rich environments. The question left unanswered was

whether or not these scales would act as slow-growing, protective oxides.

Oxidation is difficult to model because both cycling effects and water vapor

are expected to play a major role. Vaporization, or reactions to form volatile

products, may also occur with the growing oxide scale. Here, material loss

is likely to be an issue, and maximum use temperatures were calculated [6].

In either case, it is difficult to extrapolate existing short-term furnace data

to very long times and the complex environments of the HSCT.

Thus, any conclusions as to how SiC materials will behave in the

environments such as the HSCT lack experimental verification. This

emphasizes the need for burner rig testing, which best simulates the harsh

environments of an actual combustor and is the purpose of this report. SiC

materials must be exposed to actual rich-burn and lean-burn combustor

environments so that previously predicted material loss rates and maximum

use temperatures can be verified or more realistically defined.
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2.3.2 Chemical Reactions

2.3.2.1 Fuel-Lean Mixtures

In a typical fuel-lean environment (10%O2-8%H20-7%CO2-bal.%N 2

@ _=0.5), SiC is initially expected to exhibit good durability due to the

formation of a protective silica scale with a low parabolic growth rate [9].

Figure 2.5 gives the parabolic rate constants for silica in pure oxygen

compared to other oxides. Here, silica exhibits a slow growth rate and low

activation energy. For temperatures above 1000°C, the silica scale is

actually slower growing than alumina, which is the most common protective

oxide on superalloys.

SiO2 will form as thin, protective scales in dry oxygen and under

isothermal conditions according to:

SiC + 1.502(g) = SiO 2 + CO(g) (2.1)

However, 02 is not the only oxidant present. Two other reactions are

possible with SiC in these fuel-lean combustion gases. They occur as:

SiC + 3H20(g) = SiO 2 + 3H2(g) + CO(g)" (2.2)

SiC + 3C02(g) = SiO2 + 4CO(g) (2.3)

The formation of this stable SiO2 film is referred to as "passive oxidation".

Experiments (unpublished) by Nguyen [10] at NASA LeRC have shown that

the reaction of SiC with H20 (Equation 2.2) is the more favorable oxidation

step. Figure 2.6 gives the oxidation kinetics of CVD SiC at 1200°C for the

oxidants H2 O, 02, and CO2. Here, the oxidation rate with H20 is clearly
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faster as compared to 02 and CO2. Assuming a protective oxide scale has

been formed via one of the above reactions, one must now consider the

vaporization of that oxide. SiO 2 is known to vaporize to form SiO(g) and

O2(g), or it can reduce directly to SiO2(g). Under fuel-lean conditions,

Jacobson [6] has calculated a maximum use temperature approaching

1800°C for silica as a result of this material loss. This is based on potential

RQL conditions and an acceptable material loss rate equal to 254/Jm (10

mils)/10,000 hr.

Related to this is the possible volatilization of SiO 2 due to the water

vapor, as nearly all oxides form some type of volatile hydroxide species. It

has been known that steam enhances Si oxidation [11], with the parabolic

rate constant proportional to the amount of water vapor in the gas stream.

However, silica is also known to be volatile in the presence of water vapor.

This is important because both rich-burn and lean-burn environments of the

HSCT, in general, will contain about 10% steam. Gaseous hydrated Si

species have previously been suggested for observations in which silica

coupons rapidly lost weight in the presence of steam [12]. The exact Si-O-H

species had been unknown until recent transpiration experiments [13]

indicated a [P(H20)] 2 dependance, suggesting Si(OH), formation:

SiO 2 + 2H20(g) = Si(OH)4(g) (2.4)

Initial unpublished experiments at NASA LeRC by Lee and Jacobson

on a silica coupon at 1300°C in 10% water vapor and oxygen did not
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indicate evidence of volatility due to this reaction. However, testing under

1 arm test conditions may have contributed to the lack of volatility. From

Hashimoto's data [13] at 1150oc, the vapor pressure of Si(OH)4 is

approximately 2x10 "8 atm and 2x10 -6 atm for 0.1 and 1.0 atm H20,

respectively. Figure 2.7 shows the vapor pressure of Si(OH) 4 for 1 atm and

0.1 atm of water vapor [14].

For a 1 atm combustor with 10% water vapor, the amount of water

[P(H20)=0.1 atm] will generate an insignificant amount of Si(OH) 4. At

higher total pressures, the total amount of steam is quite significant. In a 1 0

atm combustor with 10% water vapor, there is enough water vapor

[P(H20) = 1 atm] to generate much more Si(OH)4. This has been confirmed

in more recent experiments at NASA Lewis. The Si(OH)3 ÷ ion has been

observed in a specialized sampling mass spectrometer [1 5], which is most

likely a fragment of the Si(OH)4(g) molecule.

2.3.2.2 Fuel-Rich Mixtures

Under rich-burn conditions, oxidation is still possible, and the reaction

is the same as with lean-burn conditions. As shown in Figure 2.4, a typical

rich-burn environment (6%H2-1 2%H20-1 2%CO-5%CO2-baI%N2 @ q) = 1.5)

contains only small amounts of 02. However, the gases still contain

significant amounts of the oxidants H20 and CO2. H20 is again the major

oxidant, and SiC is expected to oxidize as Equation 2.2. The volatile species

of vaporization, Si(OH)4, may also be the same in both fuel-rich and fuel-lean
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environments, with additional species possible in fuel-rich. As mentioned,

large amounts of the reactants H 2 and CO are also present in these fuel-rich

gas mixtures. The fuel-rich combustor becomes an oxidizing/reducing

mixture of H20/H 2 and CO2/CO gases. Thus a potential mechanism for SiC

recession occurs when a stable SiO 2 layer forms, but there are reducing

gases present to simultaneously reduce the scale to SiO(g) [16].

The concerns for the stability of the silica scale are: 1) with H20 as

the primary oxidant, will it be as protective and dense as a scale grown in

02, and 2) how will the reducing agents of H 2 and CO affect the scale? In

fuel-rich mixtures, vaporization of SiO 2 could occur as simple vaporization

or as a reaction with water vapor to form a volatile hydroxyl species as with

fuel-lean mixtures. The formation of Si(OH) 4 via Equation 2.4 may also

occur, or other volatiles such as SiO(OH) x may also play a role. However,

another serious concern is the reduction to a lower, volatile oxide. The

reduction portion, in which linear kinetics are exhibited, occurs as one of the

following:

SiO 2 + H2(g) = SiO(g) + H20(g) (2.5)

SiO2 + CO(g) = SiO(g) + CO2(g) (2.6)

Using this oxidizing/reducing mechanism, the same anticipated HSCT

conditions, and acceptable material loss rate, Jacobson [6] calculated the

maximum use temperature for fuel-rich environments to be approximately

1500°C. This is significantly less than the fuel-lean limit of 1800°C.
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2.3.3 TGA Results on SiC

2.3.3.1 Model Lean Conditions

The oxidation kinetics of CVD SiC in the presence of water vapor

have been well documented by Opila and Hann [17]. Here, the kinetics were

followed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) in a 50%H20-50%O2 gas

mixture flowing at 4.4 cm/s for temperatures that ranged from 1200-

1400°(3. Figure 2.8 shows one such trace of the as-received SiC. Overall,

initial weight gain (kp = 2.7xl 0 .3 mg/cm2-hr) is followed by linear weight loss

(k_= 3.5xl 0 .3 mg/cm2-hr) which clearly indicates the formation of a volatile

Si-O-H molecule, namely Si(OH) 4. This simultaneous oxidation behavior and

linear volatilization lead to what is referred as "paralinear kinetics".

Early experiments did not result in observed weight loss, again due

to low water vapor pressures. Tested under 1 atm conditions, 10% water

vapor resulted in only negligible amounts of Si(OH) 4. However, by increasing

the water vapor to 50%, the furnace more accurately modeled an actual

combustor at increased total pressures. As a result, the paralinear weight

change kinetics were observed as the water vapor oxidized the SiC as,

Equation 2.2 and simultaneously volatilized the scale as Equation 2.4.

2.3.3.2 Model Rich Conditions

The oxidation kinetics of CVD SiC have also been measured for model

rich TGA conditions. Fox et.al. [18] measured the kinetics in a 4%H 2-

13%H20-10%CO-7%CO2 -balance N2 gas mixture flowing at 0.44 cm/s for
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temperatures between 1300°C and 1450°C. Figure 2.9 shows the initial

weight gain progress into a linear weight loss. In this case, SiO2 is forming

as Equation 2.2, while simultaneously volatilizing to form the gaseous SiO

species as Equation 2.5 and/or 2.6. Again, the partial pressure of the

reacting species [P(H2), P(CO)]is important in determining P(SiO), and HPBR

experiments offer a more severe environment than 1 atm TGA furnace tests.

Once again, this combination of simultaneous oxidation and linear

volatilization produces overall paralinear kinetics. As with model fuel-lean

conditions, paralinear oxidation kinetics are characterized by simultaneous

oxide growth and volatilization. This is illustrated schematically in Figure

2.10. Initially, the overall result is weight gain as the oxidation rate is faster

than the linear volatilization rate. As the oxidation rate slows down, the

scale reaches an equilibrium thickness, and the net result becomes a weight

loss. At this point, SiC consumption occurs at a linear rate approximated by

the silica rate loss.
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3.0 DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL CAPABILITIES

With the limitations of TGA studies, such as low flow rates and

synthetic combustion gases, an existing pressurized burner rig at NASA

LeRC was redesigned to closely simulate the environments expected in

future gas turbine combustor concepts. Both hardware and operational

modifications were required, resulting in the unique, world-class test facility

documented in the following chapter.

3.1 Requirements

To aid theoretical chemical analyses and laboratory studies, an

experimental test rig was needed to expose candidate materials to actual

combustor conditions which simulate the RQL environments. To simulate

the RQL combustor environment for materials test purposes, the primary

parameters of interest are temperature, pressure, gas flow velocity, and

most importantly, the gas composition which is set by the fuel-to-air ratio.

It has already been mentioned that liner temperatures may exceed

1650°C (2800°F). The approximate pressure for the RQL is 15 arm, with

flow velocities expected to be 15-30 m/s (50-100 fps) under rich-burn

operation [6]. Lean-burn operation may be closer to 90 m/s (300 fps). Other

lean-burn designs may operate at pressures closer to 8 atm. The most

difficult experimental requirement for the rig would be the capability for both

fuel-lean and fuel-rich operation. Development of such a rig would be very

costly and delay materials testing substantially. However, if an existing rig

21
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could be modified to meet these requirements, it would expedite testing and

be more economical than development of a new rig. The High Pressure

Burner Rig (HPBR) in existence at LeRC was proposed as a possible facility.

The HPBR at Lewis had been used to perform a limited number of

high-velocity, high-temperature environmental durability tests. However, due

to its infrequent use, long-term test reliability had never been demonstrated.

The rig simulates gas turbine combustor conditions by burning jet fuel and

pressurized air in controlled ratios while maintaining a desired test pressure

and combustion gas velocity. In addition, operation had been limited to fuel-

lean mixtures only. Initial experiments in the HPBR demonstrated the

feasibility of rich-burn operation at the required fuel-to-air ratios,

temperatures, and pressures. However, subsequent studies concluded that

1) the fuel-air mixing was not satisfactory, 2) sufficiently low flow velocities

could not be achieved, 3) the by-products of rich-burn operation were not

environmentally acceptable, and 4) the use of air cooling for certain

components in the test section created local hot spots under fuel-rich

operation.

Modification of the HPBR to meet requirements mandated extensive

redesign and introduction of innovative combustion concepts. Key efforts

included the implementation of a state-of-the-art air blast fuel nozzle,

removal of environmentally hazardous emissions (CO, H2S), and the use of

an inert gas for the cooling of observations windows. Materials durability
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problems were another major hurdle in that conventional rig components

were expected to have the durability of the advanced materials. The

preliminary studies indicated that both combustor liner and sample holder

durability were not satisfactory to achieve the long term testing desired.

Problems with past designs were attributed mainly to lack of proper

cooling, stainless steel construction, and not utilizing thermal barrier coating

(TBC) technology. Instead, high temperature superalloys, along with air and

water cooling schemes, were used in designing combustor and sample

holder components. Related to the other modifications, the control system

of the facility was outdated. Computer control was added to ensure quality

and repeatability of test capabilities and to eliminate manual data

acquisition. Many of these modifications have been highlighted, along with

other operational information, in a previous publication [19] but will be

discussed in more detail in upcoming sections.

3.2 Current Test Rig Configuration

A schematic of the current rig configuration is shown in Figure 3.1.

Combustion air enters the rig and flows over the combustor liner to provide

cooling. This also preheats the air which minimizes soot formation. The air

is directed through a swirler in the combustor's dome, mixed with jet fuel

using an air-blast fuel nozzle. Combustion is initiated using hydrogen gas

and an ignitor. Combustion products flow downstream through an optional

water-cooled transition section where heat losses progressively lower the
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downstream gas temperature. The hot gas mixture then passes through the

test section and over the samples held within a fixture, and at which point

the gas temperature is instantaneously measured by a water-cooled

thermocouple probe. The sample holder fixture is mounted on a shaft which

is inserted into the "T-section" at an angle normal to the flow.

Before exiting the rig, the combustion gases are cooled by a water

spray in the quench section as they enter the back pressure control valve

used to maintain the pressure of the system. The combustion gases, water,

and steam pass through a solid particulate separator and natural gas stack

burner before being vented to the atmosphere. This is to remove any water,

soot, and certain emissions (CO, H2S) that are not environmentally

acceptable. In addition to the combustor rig the test cell contains a

dedicated 400 hp compressor which delivers combustion air to the facility.

The test cell layout, including the air compressor, is shown in Figure 3.2,

while Figure 3.3 provides a photographic view of the test rig.

3.3 Highlight of Design Modifications

3.3.1 Combustor

The development of the existing combustor section was possibly the

largest key effort in modifying the HPBR to meet testing requirements. As

previously mentioned, the rig's initial configuration resulted in poor fuel-to-

air mixing under fuel-rich conditions. This was evident from excessive

amounts of sooting, combustion instability (frequent flameouts), and very
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Figure 3.2 Test cell layout including 400 horsepower, high pressure air
supply.

Figure 3.3 Photograph of HPBR and test cell.
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nonuniform temperature profiles as mapped by the thermocouple in the test

section. Through consultations with NASA, Textron 2, and University of

California Irvine (UCI)combustion engineers, along with a few trial-and-error

iterations, the combustor's design was optimized to the current

configuration as shown in Figure 3.4.

As mentioned, combustion air enters the housing, passesthrough the

annulus between the housing and the outside diameter of the liner, and

enters the combustor dome through the swirl plate and air-blast fuel nozzle.

The combustor liner, swirl plate and fuel nozzle assembly are shown in

Figure 3.5. Liner durability was improved using high-temperature, superalloy

material (Inconel 6013) and a TBC on the inside diameter. More importantly,

the liner is now free to expand and contract during heating and cooling

cycles. Unlike the previous design, the swirl plate is supported in the

housing at three points by pins and not attached to the liner. The liner is

slotted to allow for growth over the swirler and past the pins. This

eliminated severe buckling encountered in earlier designs when the liner and

air dome were a welded assembly, and any growth by the liner was resisted

by the fuel nozzle and spark plug arrangements.

Fuel-to-air mixing was improved by changing the fuel nozzle and air

2Textron Fuel Systems, Inc., Zeeland, MI.

31nconelis a tradename of Inco Alloys International, Huntington, WV.
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inlet scheme. The current design differs significantly from the original one

shown in Figure 3.6. Originally, an ineffective fuel nozzle design relied on

pressure to inject the fuel, and the lack of air swirl at the dome did not

permit shearing of the large fuel droplets. As a result, the fuel was not

properly atomized and collapsed to centerline at elevated pressures.

However, the current design (Figure 3.7) uses an air-blast fuel nozzle

obtained from Textron. This is the exact type used in Pratt & Whitney's

2037 gas turbine engine and considered state-of-the-art with respect to fuel

atomization. The air inlet has evolved to a swirl plate which utilizes a single

row of radial holes to produce air swirl (approx. 60 ° ) with the same rotation

as the fuel nozzle. In addition to the swirl angle, the geometry of the dome

(conical expansion configuration) iscritical in achieving proper fuel-air mixing

[20]. Together, the modifications greatly improved temperature profiles,

flame stability, and soot resistance as compared to that of original design.

3.3.2 Test Chamber

The next series of modifications include those in the area of the test

section. To reduce the flow velocities to 15-30 m/s, a convergent flow

nozzle from the original configuration was eliminated between the transition

section and the test section. With the nozzle, velocities were typically 250-

350 m/s (800-1200 fps). The test section in Figure 3.8 requires the use of

nitrogen, as opposed to air, for cooling in two areas under rich-burn

conditions. These areas were originally cooled with air which eventually
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Figure 3.6 Original air inlet and fuel nozzle configuration.

Figure 3.7 Modified fuel-air mixing scheme showing swirl plate's inlet air
swirl angle, conical expansion dome, and air-blast fuel nozzle.
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Figure 3.8 View of test section showing sample holder entrance and
quartz window used for temperature measurement.
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flowed into the gas path. However, under rich-burn operation, any additional

air mixed into the gas path causes combustion of unburned fuel and

increases temperatures. First, the observation window shown at the top of

the section, which are used for temperature measurement via pyrometry,

must be cooled to prevent cracking and soot deposition. Secondly, the "T-

section", which houses the bearings and actuators for the shaft and holder

uses a pressure seal to keep out hot gases as shown in Figure 3.9. To

accomplish this the required flow rates were calculated, and a liquid

nitrogen dewar and vaporizer were installed to supply nitrogen gas to the

rig. One final note, both the transition and test sections were sprayed with

a TBC to improve their durability.

3.3.3 Specimen Holder

Related at least in part tO the modifications mentioned in the previous

section was the need for a new sample holder. Without the flow nozzle, a

more static environment results in higher heat transfer and puts increased

demands on properly cooling the sample holder. This, coupled with the

desire to minimize nitrogen use, rendered previous air-cooled holders

unfeasible, As a result, the water-cooled sample holder shown in Figure

3.1 0 was designed, fabricated, and sprayed with a TBC. The test specimens

are loosely contained in slotted superalloy grips fitted in the holder. Sample

width may range from 1.3 cm (½ in.) to 2.5 cm (1 in.), with total

accommodations for 4 samples in the 1.3 cm wide configuration. Because
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Figure 3.10 HPBR water-cooled sample holder shown with TBC coating and
various size specimens.
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of the holder's airfoil appearance, the two inside samples located forward

and closest to the rig's gas stream centerline run hotter than the outside

samples. These inside samples are referred to as leading edge (LE) samples,

while the outside samples are referred to as trailing edge (TE) samples.

3.3.4 Environmental Issues

The last upgrades were to address environmental concerns under rich-

burn operation. As previously mentioned, the byproducts during rich-burn

operation include large amounts of soot and carbon monoxide (CO). To deal

with the sooting, a water separator was installed to remove what quench

water had not been converted to steam and the soot contained within. This

sludge is collected in a basin and periodically pumped into the sanitation

system for disposal. The hazardous emissions were a bigger challenge.

Here, a large carbon monoxide fume incineration system was installed to

eliminate these emissions, which also included H2S. Shown in Appendix A,

this system burns off CO using a natural gas burner to heat the effluent

from the rig above the CO self-ignition temperature of 700°C.

3.4 Temperature Measurement

As mentioned, a water cooled thermocouple probe is used to measure

the gas temperature in close proximity to the samples. Sample temperature

is generally measured using a two color optical pyrometer which is sighted

through the quartz viewport and onto the samples. Under lean-burn

conditions the samples can be readily seen and their temperatures measured
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with the pyrometer. Figure 3.11 shows these gas and sample temperatures

(without the transition section) as a function of the fuel-to-air ratio (f/a) for

monolithic CVD SiC. Note, for jet fuel the f/a is related to the equivalence

ratio (_) such that

f/a = _ x 0.068 (3.1)

where _= 1 designates the f/a where the fuel is completely burned and

stoichiometric conditions exist [21]. There are significant axial and radial

temperature gradients in the gas that create a temperature drop of 15-60°C

(30-100°F) between the LE and TE samples. The magnitude of this

temperature difference depends on pressure and velocity.

Under rich-burn conditions the sample is not visible due to intense

luminosity of the flame, and sample temperatures could not be measured

directly. Instead, sample temperatures are predicted during fuel-rich

operation using a correlation technique. Sample temperatures measured via

pyrometry in the lean-burn mode are correlated with the combustion gas

temperature measured simultaneously by the test section thermocouple

located directly behind the samples. These correlations (both the LEand TE

positions) are shown in Figure 3.12, where a least squares fit of the data is

used to obtain equations relating sample temperature to gas temperature.

These equations are used to predict the sample temperatures in the

rich-burn mode, however some assumptions must be made. In predicting

these sample temperatures, it is assumed that the relationship between the
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sample temperature and the gas temperature, measured in the lean-mode,

still holds during rich-burn operations. This assumption appears reasonable

since the mass air flow, pressure, and gas velocity, which have all been

verified experimentally to influence the calibrations, are held constant. The

difference in combustion products between the lean and rich modes is

expected to make little difference in heat transfer. Not surprisingly, the

calibration curves are also strongly dependent on the sample material.

Therefore, a separate calibration curve is generated for each material, test

condition, and sample position tested.

3.5 Operating Specifications

The test capabilities developed encompass a wide range of operating

conditions. The standard mode of operation is to control the fuel-to-air ratio

(f/a) for a fixed air flow rate (m_) and fixed test pressure (Pt)- The rig

typically operates at air flows set between 0.45 and 0.68 kg/sec (1.0-1.5

Ibm/sec). This range is restricted by the requirement to provide adequate

cooling to the combustor liner over the complete operating range of the

combustor which has broad stability limits. Operation at slightly higher air

flows is possible for lean-burn conditions, however the CO fume incinerator

is limited to approximately 0.6 kg/sec under rich-burn conditions.

Combustion can be maintained over equivalence ratios of approximately

_=0.3-0.9 and _=1.5-2.0 for lean-burn and rich-burn conditions,

respectively. Much of the region around stoichiometric conditions (_ = 1.0-
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1.5) is avoided to minimize rig durability problems resulting from the high

temperatures associated with this region. Equivalence ratios in excess of 2.0

are avoided because of sooting. The system pressure can bevaried between

4 and 15 atm, but caution is required at the higher pressures. Here, fuel-air

mixing is compromised by a reduced pressure drop across the dome swirler,

and the durability of the combustor liner and sooting can become a problem.

To correct these problems, air flow is generally increased to raise the

pressure drop across the combustor.

The resultant gas temperature (TQ),sample temperatures (Ts),and gas

velocity (Vg)are dependant variables, fixed by the selected f/a, ma,and Pt-

If the f/a and Pt selected are such that moderate combustion temperatures

are attained, the rig can run with maas low as 0.23 kg/sec (0.5 Ibm/sec)

and still have sufficient cooling for the combustor liner. Gas velocity (Vg) is

a calculated quantity derived using the ideal gas law (pv=nRT):

Vg = 1.85(ma-T_/Pt) (3.2)

where the constant 1.85--fn[R, Atest]and Atestis the area of the test

section. Velocity is calculated at the point of temperature measurement. In

the current configuration, gas velocity typically ranges from 9 to 27 m/s

(30-90 ft/sec).



4.0 EXPERIMENTAL

A pressurized burner rig at NASA LeRC was used to perform the high-

temperature, environmental durability tests. Monolithic SiC coupons were

exposed to both fuel-rich and fuel-lean simulated combustor conditions.

Recession of the SiC was measured using both weight loss and direct

thickness measurement techniques.

4.1 Test Material

The primary material chosen for the experiments was dense, high

purity CVD SiC 4 to avoid any complications due to porosity, sintering aids,

or non-stoichiometric Si and C. The material is highly pure (99.999 percent),

containing < 100 ppm of each Be and Cu. The composition is slightly silicon

rich (Si1.o3) and contains no voids (0 percent porosity). Although SiC

ceramic-matrix composites (CMCs) are a more likely combustor material, the

monolithic material was chosen to eliminate weight loss associated with

composite architecture and fiber coatings.

In addition to the CVD material, Hexoloy SiC 5 was supplemented in

limited cases (25%) due to material availability. This sintered a-SiC contains

some free carbon, resulting in a slightly carbon-rich composition [22].

Hexoloy is also highly dense and very pure, containing the trace elements

4Morton International, Inc., Woburn, MA; chemical vapor deposition

process.

_Carborundum Structural Ceramics Division, Niagara Falls, NY;

sintered or reaction-bonded process.

39
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A1(-0.09 wt.%), Fe(-0.03 wt.%), and B(-0.36 wt.%). In most cases, the

Hexoloy samples were tested

weight changes that differed

along side CVD material and resulted in

only by 1-3% of those obtained on CVD

material. As a result, the two materials were not treated separately in the

analysis. All samples were machined to the dimensions 7.6 cm (3 in.) x 1.3

cm (½ in.) x 0.3 cm (1/8in.) as shown in Figure 4.1 to utilize the 4 sample,

multi-temperature level configuration.

4.2_Test Parameters

Sample materials were exposed to both the lean-burn and rich-burn

conditions similar to those used in both conventional lean-burn and RQL

combustor operation. For all tests the operating parameters included a fixed

mass air flow rate (ma) and test pressure (Pt)- Nearly one half of the data

was obtained under standard conditions of ma=0.45 kg/sec (1.0 Ibm/sec)

and Pt= 6-6.3 atmospheres. Fuel-lean mixtures (9 < 1) were varied between

0.76 and 0.94, producing sample temperatures (Ts) that ranged 1200-

1450oc (2200-2650°F). Fuel-rich mixtures (_b>l) were varied between

1.54 and 1.97, and using the correlation technique produced Ts=1225-

1450°C (2250-2650°F).

Figure 4.2 shows the temperatures for the combustion gas, LE

samples, and TE samples as a function of the fuel-to-air ratio. The fuel-lean

and fuel-rich regions actually studied are shown as shaded areas. In

addition, the reduced temperature curve using the water-cooled transition
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result, there are four possible sample

Gas velocity is a dependent variable which is fixed by ma,Pt, and Tg.

For standard conditions, gas velocity varied directly with Tg (as ma and Pt

were constant throughout a test) and ranged 18-24 m/s (60-80 fps).

However, a subsequent number of different test pressures were also used

over the same temperature range by modulating the exit gas valve.

Restriction of the valve increased back pressures up to 10 atm rich-burn and

15 atm lean-burn, but simultaneously reduced velocities down to about 15

and 10 m/s (50 and 30 fps), respectively. Here, mass air flow rates were

increased (to 1.2-1.5 Ibm/sec) to ensure proper fuel-to-air mixing in the

combustor. Under rich-burn conditions, coking of the combustor can occur,

which causes damage as carbon chunks are shed and strike the samples.

Conversely, opening the exit valve decreased pressures down to 4 atm for

rich-burn and 5 arm for lean-burn, with resultant gas velocities increasing

to near 27 m/s (90 fps). Exposure times ranged between 20 and 100 hrs.

Longer times were required at lower temperatures and pressures to allow

acceptable measurement of smaller recession rates.

Experimental testing was performed in three phases. In Phase I,

standard conditions were used to define temperature effects by varying

sample temperature. In Phase II, operating pressures, as well as mass air

flow rates, were varied to define pressure effects. These first two phases
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included both lean-burn and rich-burn matrices. In Phase III, sample

orientation was varied under lean-burn conditions to determine any effects

of gas impingement angle. A parametric summary (including T s, Pt, Vg, _,

and number of data points) of the complete, 3-phase test matrix is given in

Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 - Summary of experimental test parameters.

Ts Pt Vg
(°C) (atm) (m/s)

Phase 1-Rich 1225-1450 6-6.3 18-24 1.69-1.97

Lean 1200-1450 6-6.3 20-23 0.87-0.94

Phase 2-Rich 1240-1420 4-10 15-27 1.54-1.88

Lean 1225-1435 5-15 10-20 0.78-0.88

Phase 3-Lean 1295-1420 10 18-19 0.76-0.87

no.

Pts

19

12

15

12

6

4.3 Recession Measurements

The experimental data included both weight change measurement and

direct surface thickness measurement. Measurements were generally taken

at 8-16 hr intervals during routine inspection of the test section and sample

holder components. For weight change measurement, the specimens were

weighed on a digital scale to 0.001 gms and normalized to surface area

(cm2). The hot area was assumed to include the entire sample except for the

1/sin. ends held in the specimen holder grips. Thickness measurements of the
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sample were taken using vernier calipers. The sensitivity of the calipers was

0.0013 cm (0.0005 in.). Measurements were taken at three cross-sections

(-½ in., O, + ½ in.) and averaged. Recession was generally uniform at each

of the three cross-sections measured along the length of the samples. In

calculating material loss rates, the weight change measurements typically

showed less regression error than direct thickness measurements and are

therefore regarded as the more accurate recession measurement technique

for pure, monolithic SiC.



5.0 RESULTS

5.1 Temperature Effects

In this Phase I of experimental testing, the temperature dependence

of SiC recession was determined. Tests were conducted under standard

conditions, where pressure and velocity were held relatively constant for

both fuel-rich and fuel-lean mixtures.

5.1.1 Fuel-Rich Mixtures

Weight change and thickness measurements were plotted versus

time, generating the two respective curves for each of 19 test points.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show a series of four such curves for weight change

and thickness, respectively. For both figures, each curve represents a

different test point (ie. sample temperature). Only 4 of the 19 tests are

shown for clarity, however nearly the entire temperature range of the study

is represented with these four curves. These plots initially indicated two

major points: 1) there is weight loss and surface recession of the SiC

material which is linear with increasing exposure time; and 2) a strong

temperature dependence exists producing increasing weight loss and surface

recession with an increase in temperature.

In regards to the temperature dependence using Figure 5.2, the

maximum thickness decrease actually measured was approximately 125 pm

in nearly 100 hours at 1385°C. This is compared to a 25 pm thickness

decrease measured at 1252°C for the same 100 hours. From the slope of

45
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each curve in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, a rate loss constant (k,) for both weight

change (mg/cm2-hr) and surface recession (pm/hr) can be obtained. These

rates are shown in Table 5.1 along with corresponding temperatures. Note,

the rates obtained for surface recession represent the total decrease in

thickness from both major sides combined.

Table 5.1 - Linear recession rates (k_) obtained from weight loss (mg/cm2-hr)

and direct 2-sided thickness (pm/hr) measurements.

Temperature
(°C)

Wt. Loss

(mg/cm2-hr)

1252 -5.20x10 2

1343 -1.30xl 0 "1

1385 -1.79x10 1

1446 -2.52x10 -1

Recession

(pm/hr)

-0.31

-0.80

-1.33

-1.74

Plotting the log of k, as a function of l/T, an Arrhenius-type curve

was generated for both weight loss and surface recession (only 15 pts.

available). Both curves are plotted in Figure 5.3. The solid line represents

the recession rates, which have been factored (halved) to represent

recession per side. This allows comparison with an acceptable material loss

rate is 254 pm ( 10 mils) per 18,000 hrs ( 1.41 x 10 -2 pm/side-hr). At 1300 oC

(2375°F), the material loss rate obtained is over an order of magnitude

higher. This is confirmed by the weight loss curve (represented by the

dashed line). As before, the rate at 1300°C is over an order of magnitude
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Figure 5.3 SiC weight loss and surface recession for standard rich-burn

conditions (T s = 1225-1450 °C, Pt = 6-6.3 atm, Vg = 18-24 m/s).
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higher than the acceptable loss rate (4.37x10 3 mg/cm2-hr), also shown

below. The weight loss goal was calculated from the acceptable material

loss rate using the density of CVD SiC (3.21 g/cm3). The conversion factor

of SiC weight loss (mg/cm 2) to surface recession (pm) is 3.115. In good

agreement, a factor of 2.910 was measured experimentally at 1300°C.

The loss rates were fit by the Arrhenius equation, defined as

Rate = A-exp(-AE'/kT) for thermally activated processes [23]. This resulted

in the following equations for SiC material loss:

AX(pm) =2.515x105" [10 "181kJ/m°l(2"3)R(T°C+273)] "t (5.1)

AX(pm) = 1.245xl 0 S- [10171kJ/rn°l(23)R(T°C+273)] " t (5.2)

where Equations 5.1 and 5.2 predict the recessions from direct thickness

measurements and converted weight changes, respectively. The linear

regression of the data results in reasonably good fits, with typical deviation

limits represented by R2 values of 0.94 and 0.97 for Equations 5.1 and 5.2.

AX gives the SiC recession (pm/side) as a function of sample temperature

in degrees Celsius (T°C) and exposure time in hours (t). As expected, the

two slopes in Figure 5.3 are similar, providing two separate measures of the

activation energy (AE). The slopes of Figure 5.3 (-9460 and -8937) were

multiplied by the gas constant (R), where R is the product of Boltzmann's

constant (k) and Avogadro's number, to obtain AE=181 k J/tool and

AE = 171 kJ/mol for Equations 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. The factor 2.3 is

also required to account for the use of Loglo, where In(x)=2.3LOglo(X).
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At 1300°C, Equation 5.1 predicts 2.44xl 01pm/side-hr and Equation

5.2 predicts 2.59x10 1 pm/side-hr. These rates are in good agreement, and

as stated, both exceed the acceptable limit of 1.41x10 .2 by over an order

of magnitude. Using the weight loss equation for material loss, Table 5.2

lists the predicted recession for various times (extrapolated up to 10,000h)

and temperatures. Here, the acceptable limit of 254 pm (10 mils) in 18,000

hrs for maximum allowable material loss is exceeded for temperatures

> 1200°C after only 1000 hrs, and for all temperatures at 10,000 hrs, as

highlighted (underlined bold type) in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 - Predicted recession (pm/side) for fuel-rich mixtures at standard

conditions (Pt=6-6.3 atm, VQ= 18-24 m/s).

Time (hrs) 1200 oC 1300 o C 1400 o C

1 0.107 0.259 0.567

10 1.067 2.594 5.669

100 10.67 25.94 56.69

106.7 259.4 566.91,000

10,000 1067. 2594. 5669.

5.1.2 Fuel-Lean Mixtures

Although the primary focus of Phase I was on rich-burn conditions,

a comparable number of tests (12) were conducted in an attempt to map

lean-burn recession over the same range of standard conditions
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(temperature, pressure, and velocity). Note, from this point onward

recession is discussed using the converted weight loss technique (as

opposed to direct thickness measurements). This is due to the smaller

scatter in weight loss data, which is directly related in part to equipment

sensitivity. In addition, an increased test duration was required to obtain

accurate rates from thickness measurements.

Figure 5.4 shows k t from the weight loss data in an Arrhenius plot for

the lean-burn tests as compared to the rich-burn data. Although still

significant, the recession under lean-burn conditions is not as severe. Less

temperature dependence is also exhibited than under rich-burn conditions.

The Arrhenius relation for fuel-lean mixtures becomes:

AX(pm) = 5.35xl 0 2. [10lllkJ/m°l(23)R(T°C +273)] " t (5.3)

where Equation 5.3 also gives the SiC recession in pro/side from converted

weight changes. Again, the linear regression is a good fit of the data

(R2=0.96), and AX is given in terms of sample temperature (To c) and

exposure hours (t). In Figure 5.4, the slope of the lean-burn curve is -5799,

which translates into an activation energy of 111 k J/tool.

Equation 5.3 predicts a recession of 1.10xl0 1 pm/side-hr at 1300°C

(2375°F), clearly indicating that lean-burn recession rates also exceed the

acceptable limit of 1.41x10 .2. In this case, the limit is exceeded by nearly

an order of magnitude. Figure 5.4 also suggests that possibly, due to the

difference in temperature dependence, lean-burn recession will be greater
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than rich-burn recession at lower temperatures. However, this could not be

determined due to the rig's limitations. Table 5.3 shows some typical

recession values predicted for fuel-lean mixtures. Here, the unacceptable

material loss (shown again in underlined bold type) occurs at all noted

temperatures after 10,000 hrs. Again, this is clearly short of the 18,000

hour life required.

Table 5.3- Predicted recession (pro/side) for fuel-lean mixtures at

standard conditions (Pt =6-6.3 atm, Vg = 20-23 m/s).

Time (hrs) 1200°C 1300°C

1 0.062 O. 110

10 0.619 1.101

1 O0 6.187 11.01

1,000

lO,OO0

61.87

618.7

110.1

1101.

1400°C

0.183

1.829

18.29

182.9

1829.

5.2 Pressure Effects

In Phase II, the effect of pressure on SiC recession was determined

for both rich-burn and lean-burn conditions. In addition to temperature,

pressure and air flow rates were varied, and results are compared to those

obtained during Phase I under standard conditions.

5.2.1 Deviation From Standard Operating Conditions

The expected pressure of the RQL combustor has been published as
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15 atm. For all tests using standard conditions, the pressures were

representative but slightly lower (6-6.3 atm) than actual conditions. Any

increase or decrease of material loss rates due to pressure changes must be

determined. However, there are limitations to the HPBR in achieving this.

Figure 5.5 shows the effect of increased test pressure on rig performance.

Increased pressure raises the combustion gas temperature (as well as

sample temperature) for a given ¢ and poses potential rig durability

problems. As previously mentioned, air flows must be increased to maintain

proper fuel-to-air mixing within the dome region of the rig's combustor. As

a result, velocity is also affected. Increased temperature and air flow raises

the velocity, while the higher pressures counter to lower the velocity. In

addition, temperature is less sensitive to fuel-to-air changes under rich-burn

conditions. This limits the temperature range available at the higher

pressures. These concerns have limited the number of high pressure test

points that which were performed at any given nonstandard condition.

5.2.2 Fuel-Lean Mixtures

Figure 5.6 demonstrates the result of increased pressure on the

material loss rates for a series of lean-burn tests conducted at an average

sample temperature of 1327°C (2423°F). Again, the lean-burn volatile

species is expected to be Si(OH), formed as Equation 2.4. Here, weight loss

is also seen to increase with pressure for 4tests that range in pressure from

5 to 15 atm. Resulting flow velocities were typically 20 m/s (65 fps), with
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the exception of the 15 atm test, which had a relatively low velocity of 10

m/s (32 fps). This low velocity was achieved early in the studies before air

flow rates were being increased at high pressure. However, combustor

durability was compromised. In this case, carbon buildup at low velocity

was not a concern due to the fuel-lean mixture of the gases.

Illustrated in the familiar Arrhenius-type format, Figure 5.7 shows the

k_obtained from weight losses for 12 high pressure lean-burn test points as

compared to previously noted low pressure results. At 10 atm, the SiC

recession is greater than that under standard 6-6.3 atm conditions by a near

equal amount for the entire temperature range. In comparison, the resulting

flow velocities of the 10 atm tests are slightly lower, but the linear

regression of the data is very similar. The 10 atm linear regression curve fit

(R2= 0.98) generates an activation energy of 124 kJ/mol as compared with

111 kJ/tool for the 6 atm data. Although not mapped over all temperatures,

limited tests near 1315°C (2400°F) for 5 and 15 atm confirm the same

pressure effect. The 5 arm data appears to be proportional to the 6 and 10

atm data. However, the 15 atm data lies close to the 10 atm data. In fact,

the relatively low gas velocity supports a velocity effect as well.

5.2.3 Fuel-Rich Mixtures

Next, the effect of pressure under rich-burn conditions was

investigated. Here, rig limitations were a bigger concern than under lean-

burn conditions. At high pressure, obtaining low temperature data was
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difficult due to potential carbon buildup. For proper fuel-air mixing, increased

pressure requires increased air flow, which raises the temperature. To

counter this, fuel flow can be increased but may lead to carbon buildup.

Figure 5.8 shows the Arrhenius plot for 15 test points, ranging from

4 to 10 atm, compared to those obtained under standard conditions. As

with lean-burn, the k.measured from weight losses increased with pressure.

The resulting gas velocities were as high as 27 m/s (87 fps) and as low as

15 m/s (49 fps) for 4 and 10 atm, respectively. Again, the effects seem

proportional except at 10 atm, where the data appears to overlap the 8 atm

data, again possibly due to differences in velocity. Although the data is

limited, linear regressions were performed for 4 (R2=0.99) and 8 (R2=0.98)

atm, yielding activation energies of 144 and 149 kJ/mol, respectively. By

comparison, the data at standard conditions (6-6.3 atm) resulted in an

activation energy 171 kJ/tool.

5.3 Impingement Angle Effects

In Phase III, the effect of gas impingement angle on SiC recession is

explored by varying sample orientation in the HPBR.In a real combustor, the

flow of the combustion gases is parallel to the liner material, as opposed to

the HPBR where the impingement angle is 45 °. Therefore, an experiment

was performed to address the concern for the severity of recession as a

function of impingement angle. As shown in Figure 5.9, rotating the sample

holder 45 ° brings one sample position of the holder to 0 ° and the other to
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90 °. Recession rates were measured for two samples before and after

rotation, as well as rotation at a second test temperature. This experiment

was run under lean-burn conditions at 10 atm and 18-19 m/s (60-62 fps).

The results are shown below in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 - Lean-burn recession rates at varying gas impingement angles.

Imp. Angle ms

(OF)

0 ° 1292

45 ° 1339

Vg

(m/s)

18

18

Wt. Loss

(mg/cm2-hr)

0.055

0.093

45 ° 1339 18 0.082

90 ° 1308 18 0.062

0 ° 1404 19 0.125

90 ° 1418 19 0.125

The recession rates at 0 ° and 90 ° show little difference from those

at 45 o for both temperatures tested. For the first set of test conditions, the

45° rates are higher because this setup keeps the samples closest to both

the centerline of the gas flow and the combustor exit causing exposure to

a higher temperature. The comparisons are shown graphically in Figure

5.10. Here, all the points fall nearly on top of the previously reported 10

atm lean-burn regression line. Therefore, it is concluded that no significant

effect of specimen orientation exists for the relatively low velocities studied.
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5.4 Surface Appearance and Microstructure

Using SEM (scanning electron microscopy), the surface appearance

of a HPBR sample was documented after 102.3 hours of rich-burn exposure.

The test conditions included Ts= 1343°C, Pt=6.3 atm, and Vg= 19 m/s,

which resulted in a relatively high weight loss rate of 0.130 mg/cm2-hr. Both

the frontside and backside of the sample were examined, whereby the

frontside is defined as the face on which the gas impinges directly. The

sample appears visually undamaged, with an overall matte appearance

suggestive of a thin oxide scale. Besides Si and O, only traces of Zr, most

likely from TBC-coated hardware in the test section, and Ca were found.

Figure 5.11 shows the backside of the sample (100X), indicating

some type of pits in the SiC. These pits appear uniform and are present on

the frontside as well, as shown in figure 5.12. At 1000X and slightly higher

magnification, the pitting appears, at least in part, to be created from

spalling that occurred on the SiC surface. In Figure 5.13, a spalled region

of SiO 2 from the backside of the sample uncovers oxide "ridges" in the

basin, formed as oxygen penetrates cracks in the scale. This is known to be

cristobalite cracking, a polymorphic transformation which occurs in SiO2

[24]. The cracking is the result of a high volume change (shrinkage) during

the transformation from high temperature p-cristobalite to low temperature

a-cristobalite. Figure 5.14 (5000X) clearly shows the cracks and surface of

the SiO2, a tunneled structure which has been referred to as "popcorn".
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Figure 5.11 Backside of sample (100X magnification), showing evidence of
surface pitting.

Figure 5.12 Higher magnification (lO00X) of the frontside suggests

potential spalling in addition to pitting.
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Figure 5.13 Spalle d SiO 2 (1200X) uncovers oxide "ridges" in the basin,
formed as oxygen penetrates cristobalite cracks in the scale.

:::i!!!

Figure 5.14 High magnification (5000X) of cristobalite cracks and Si02
surface. Tunneled structure has a "popcorn" appearance.
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6.0 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Surface recession has been well characterized in actual rich-burn and

lean-burn HPBR tests and is compared to both theoretical results and

furnace tests performed in model rich and lean gas mixtures. The exact

volatile species under fuel-rich conditions has not yet been verified, leaving

theoretical modeling in question. Therefore, a precise parametric

dependence was developed to predict SiC recession for untested combustor

conditions. Although the fuel-lean chemical model appears to be better

understood, a parametric dependence has also been developed. Results

indicate significant surface recession of SiC occurs after only 1000 hours

of exposure under some typical combustor conditions.

6.1 Thermodynamic Considerations

The discussion and analysis of SiC recession under combustor

conditions centers around the chemical reactions between the SiO 2 scales

formed and the combustion gases flowing over the material. As mentioned,

equilibrium calculations predict that the chemical makeup of the combustion

gases under rich-bum conditions (_= 1.5) are 6H2-12H20-12CO-5CO2-

bal.N2. SiO(g) is predicted to result from the reaction of SiO 2 with H 2. By

comparison, lean-burn conditions (_=0.5) are calculated to form

combustion gases containing 1002-8H20-7CO2-baI.N 2 at equilibrium. Here,

reaction of SiO2 with water vapor is predicted to form Si(OH)4(g). Si(OH)4

formation is also possible in the rich regime. The partial pressure for these



two volatile products

Equations 6.1 and 6.2 for SiO and Si(OH) 4, respectively:

keq.= esio" PH20/(asio2" PH2)

keq = Psi(oH)4/(asi02)-(PH20 )2
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is defined by the equilibrium constants given in

(6.1)

(6.2)

where as_o2is the activity of silica. The keq vary as exp(-AGf/RT), where AGf

is the free energy change of each reaction. The volatilization rate, or flux

(J), is defined by the boundary layer equation for transport of the vapor

species from a flat plate into a moving gas with laminar flow [6,16]"

J = 0.664 (Re)l/2(Sc)l/4Dpv/L (6.3)

where Re = Reynolds number and Sc = Schmidt number. The other variables

in Equation 6.3 include concentration (p), velocity (v), and interdiffusion

coefficient (D) of the gaseous species. The characteristic length of the

sample (L) is also significant. A schematic which illustrates the SiO 2

volatility and SiC recession process is shown in Figure 6.1. As a result, the

net flux at a fixed temperature of each gaseous species varies as indicated

by Equations 6.4 and 6.5 for SiO and Si(OH) 4, respectively.

Jsio = f [vl/2" PH2/PH20 " (Ptotal)1/2] (6.4)

JSi(OH)4 = f [V1/2" (PH20)2/(Ptotal)1/2] (6.5)

These expressions become very useful as parametric scaling factors used -

for extrapolating results between TGA, HPBR, and HSCT conditions.

6.2 Comparison of Theoretical, TGA, and HPBR Results

The results of the entire TGA test matrix performed by Fox under
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model rich combustion gas are summarized in Figure 6.2 [1 8]. The log of

the linear weight loss rate (mg/cm2-hr) is plotted as a function of 1/T (K-l).

Here, a strong temperature dependence is observed. Data was gathered

from both a computer fit to paralinear behavior and direct measurements

from pre-oxidized CVD SiC samples. Initially, the boundary layer rates

predicted were lower than those measured, but the two curves converged

when corrections were made to account for differences between the

boundary layer thickness and furnace tube dimensions.

Results from both techniques are in good agreement and together

produced an activation energy (450 k J/tool), as well as loss rates, nearly

equal to that predicted (520 k J/tool) from the thermodynamic data and

boundary layer equation for SiO formation. The agreement confirms that SiO

is the correct chemical model and must be the volatile species present in the

furnace. Note, these rates are more than three orders of magnitude below

the maximum SiO volatility which is predicted by the Langmir equation [6]

for evaporation into a vacuum.

In the TGA studies by Opila [17] under model lean conditions,

experiments were run by adding 0%, 10%, and 50% H20 to pure 02. There

was no difference between dry 02 and 10%H20-90%O2, but paralinear

behavior was observed in the presence of 50% water vapor for reasons

previously discussed. The results for the 50%H20-50%O2 studies are

summarized in Figure 6.3 in an Arrhenius plot of log recession rate as a
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function of 1/T. Here, results obtained from pre-oxidized SiC, bulk SiO 2, and

a computer paralinear fit to CVD SiC oxidation are again very similar.

As with fuel-rich gas mixtures, the TGA furnace data agrees quite

well with the proposed chemical model, in this case Si(OH) 4. The

temperature dependence is not significant and appears to be slightly

different than theoretical. By comparison, the activation energies are 3 and

57 k J/tool for the respective measured and theoretical values. However, the

magnitude of recession is quite close to that predicted from thermodynamic

data and the boundary layer equation. Again, the Langmir rate is

significantly higher than experimental results. Thus Si(OH)4 is most likely

the volatile species present in the lean-burn furnace tests.

Figure 6.4 shows the HPBR results at standard conditions for both

fuel-lean and fuel-rich mixtures as compared with those obtained in furnace

tests. The HPBR rates are much higher, however the furnace tests were

performed at a much lower pressure and velocities (1 atm, 4.4 cm/s for fuel-

lean, 0.44 cm/s for fuel-rich) than the rig tests. Using the parametric scaling

factors (Equations 6.4 and 6.5), both the fuel-lean and fuel-rich furnace

results are scaled to the burner rig conditions (dashed lines). There is good

agreement between the HPBR and scaled TGA data for the fuel-lean Si(OH)4

model, but the fuel-rich SiO model does not produce such agreement

between the two. This suggests that in the case of the HPBR, the fuel-lean

Si(OH)4 model is again supported, however under rich-burn conditions there
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must be a species other than SiO operative. Figure 6.4 also shows a

combined curve which represents the sum of the two TGA extrapolated

lines, and the combined curve appears similar to the rich-burn curve

obtained from the HPBR. Since the hydroxyl species can be formed in the

rich regime, Si02 may volatilize in the HPBR as a combination of SiO +

Si(OH)4, or another unknown SiO(OH)x species. Recent unpublished work by

Opila, shown in Figure 6.5, indicates that Si(OH)4 should be formed at

higher pressures and helps explain why SiO is was operative in the TGA.

Lastly, Figure 6.6 shows the boundary layer rates calculated for the

Si(OH)4 model under standard lean-burn conditions compared to HPBR

results. Again, good agreement supports the presence of this species in the

HPBR. Conversely, Figure 6.7 shows the similar theoretical predictions for

SiO + Si(OH)4 compared to rates obtained under fuel-rich HPBR conditions.

Here, poor correlation reiterates that the exact volatile species under fuel-

rich combustor conditions is unknown. Therefore, anytheoretical predictions

for potential engine conditions will not hold a high level of confidence.

6.3 Normalized Recession Rates

The boundary layer equation predicts that the HPBR Arrhenius curves

for linear recession rates will scale with (Vgl/Vg2)1/2 and (Ptl/Pt2)n, where

n=3/2 for lean-burn and n=-1/2 for rich-burn, using the SiO and Si(OH)4

models. These relationships are derived from Equations 6.4 and 6.5, by

treating the partial pressures (PH2 and PH2O) as a fractional amount of PTota,
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and dividing. Using this, the recession rates measured for HPBRstandard

conditions were compared to those under other HPBR pressures and

velocities. As with TGA to HPBRcomparisons, the same level of agreement

with lean-burn conditions was not obtained for rich-burn conditions due to

uncertainty in the exact chemical model. Therefore, additional analyses were

performed to completely determine the pressure and velocity dependence

of SiC recession for rich-burn, as well as lean-burn, conditions.

In the HPBR,the parameters Ts,Pt, and Vgcannot be adjusted as fully

independent variables. Therefore, it is difficult to design an experiment to

empirically define all the effects of temperature, pressure, and velocity.

Given the uncertainty of the exact rich-burn chemical model and the limited

experimental space of the HPBR, a precise parametric dependency is

required to improve the accuracy of recession rate extrapolation to untested

combustor conditions. All previous thermodynamic and boundary layer

analyses suggest that the scale volatility of SiO2 should vary with the

operating temperature, pressure, and velocity according to an

exp(AE/RT)*pXvYdependence. It has also been shown that two different

sets of AE, x, and y will be used to describe rich and lean combustor

operation. Thus the concept of a normalized recession rate is explored.

As a result, all of the HPBRrecession data was grouped into rich-burn

and lean-burn data sets. Multiple linear regression was used to model the

data in the form of the boundary layer equation dependencies. The resulting
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are given as Equations 6.6 and 6.7 for rich and lean,

kl(rich) = 82.5-[108324rr°c+273]*P1744*v°691 (6.6)

kl(lean) = 2.04- [10-s6s4rr°c+273]*Pl"5°4*v° 497 {6.7)

where k_is mg/cm2-hr, T is °C, P is atm, and v is m/s. As before, recession

rates (pm/hr) can be obtained by multiplying the weight loss rates by 3.1 09.

For rich-burn, Equation 6.6 gives a P174v°'69dependence, with an R2

of 0.95 and activation energy of 159 kJ/mol. The slope of the rich-burn

regression, -8324, has been left in the equation's exponential for clarity. A

p-°.Sv°Sdependence was predicted for the volatile SiO species from the

reaction between SiO2 and H 2. Previous scaling of TGA results to HPBR

conditions underestimated the rich-burn recession rates, especially at lower

temperatures, because these dependencies and the activation energy are

considerably different than the furnace (459 kJ/mol) and theoretical (520

kJ/mol) values. Again, the chemical effects simulated in the furnace tests

were not reproduced in the HPBR, which further supports that additional or

other species than SiO must be present.

For lean,burn, Equation 6.7 exhibits a P1 S°v°5° dependence, just as

predicted for the volatile Si(OH)4 species predicted for the reaction between

SiO2 and H2 O. Here, an R2 of 0.98 and activation energy of 108 k J/tool
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were obtained. The activation energy is slightly higher than theoretical (57

kJ/mol) and furnace (3 kJ/mol) values, however the latter was subject to a

large standard deviation. Given the P and v exponents generated by the

multiple linear regression, confidence that the correct chemical model was

chosen is extremely high, thus allowing confident extrapolations.

To show all the recession data as a function of T, P, and v on a single

graph, the recession rates (k_)are normalized by dividing by the appropriate

pxvYfactor. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show normalized Arrhenius plots for rich

and lean conditions, respectively. Operational pressures for each point are

marked with the exception of standard (6-6.3 atm) conditions. As expected,

linear regression gives results similar to Equations 6.6 and 6.7, with slight

differences in pre-exponential, exponential exponent, and R2 values. The

data for the fuel-rich falls within _+50% of the regression value, and the

fuel-lean within _+25%. This indicates the scatter involved and provides a

confidence level for projecting recession for other conditions. The equations

for Figures 6.8 and 6.9 are for plotting purposes only, thus any prediction

of SiC recession should be made using Equations 6.6 and 6.7.

In general, both rich and lean recession exhibit close to a P_Sv°_

dependence which confirms that the hydroxyl Si(OH)4 species, or some

other SiO(OH)xspecies, most likely plays an important role in SiC recession

for both fuel-rich and fuel-lean combustion. A comparison of rich-burn and

lean-burn recession, normalized by this P1/2v1/2 factor in both cases, is
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shown in Figure 6.10. Here, with both rich-burn and lean-burn data all on

a single plot, the higher SiC recession rates and greater temperature

dependence under fuel-rich conditions are clearly shown. Again, the

equations generated by these multi-linear regressions correspond very well

with previous regressions, suggesting very similar activation energies.
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6.4 Projected Recession under Gas Turbine Conditions

As stated, potential engine conditions (pressure and velocity) may be

slightly different than HPBR experimental conditions. With the development

of the multiple linear regression equations, SiC recession rates, which could

not previously be predicted with a high degree of confidence, can now be

predicted more accurately for untested conditions. For best accuracy, it is

recommended that predictions be made for conditions within the HPBR

experimental range.

To illustrate the significance of this recession, Table 6.1 gives the

predicted SiC recession for 1000 hours as a function of temperature for two

sets of generic engine conditions. Examples of both lean-burn (10 atm, 90

m/s) and rich-burn (10 atm, 30 m/s) engine conditions are given, and these

engines are assumed to operate with equivalence ratios similar to those in

the HPBR. Here, a 254pm (10 mil) layer of a SiC combustor liner would be

consumed in only 1000 hours of operation at 1200°C for both engines.

This falls significantly short of a required 18,000 hour life combustor.

Furthermore, a 0.3 cm (1/8 in.) combustor liner would be completely

consumed in less than 12,000 hours of operation at 1200°C for either

engine.
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Projected SiC recession (pm/1000 hrs) under generic lean-burn

and rich-burn engine conditions.

TEMP (C) Lean-burn Rich-burn

(10 atm, 90 m/s) (10 atm, 30 m/s)

1000 69 43

1100 144 129

1200 275 333

1300 482 762

1400 791 1579

1500 1226 3012



7.0 CONCLUSIONS

SiC exhibits linear weight loss and surface recession as a function of

time during exposure to both fuel-lean and fuel-rich combustion conditions.

This is the first time this phenomenon has been documented in burner rig

tests. The recession of SiC is a result of the SiO 2 oxide scale reacting with

combustion products to form volatile gas species. This reduces the oxide

scale according to paralinear kinetics, defined as simultaneous oxidation

behavior and linear volatilization. Increased temperature accelerates the SiO 2

volatility, with the rates following an Arrhenius-type behavior. In addition to

temperature, the volatility also increases with pressure and velocity.

The burner rig results agree well with TGA data for fuel-lean gas

mixtures, but there are discrepancies with the fuel-rich correlation. This is

supported by theoretical comparisons. As a result, there is high confidence

in the Si(OH)4 model being suggested for lean-burn conditions, where H20

is the primary reactant. However, the exact chemical model is unknown for

rich-burn conditions, but it is suspected to be some form of SiO and/or

Si(OH)4, in which H 2 may also be a reactant. Without the confidence for

theoretical modeling, normalized HPBR data gives precise parametric

dependencies that best predict SiC recession for untested combustor

conditions. Severe SiC recession is predicted for potential conditions of

future combustors. The use of SiC for these applications may still be

feasible, however a environmentally protective coating may be required.
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